Data download
Download seven country data files to your computer. Your directory may look as presented in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Set of country files downloaded to a local directory.

Export data only
Open in your browser the clustering server and select „country_export_commodities_data “ file
as data in layer 1, “export_commodities_names” file with 106 short export attribute names, and
“country_names” with 155 names of instances (countries). Additionally, select option for
increased reliability of clustering.
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Figure 2. Load export data in layer 1.

Press button „Start clustering“. In about 10 seconds you will receive the result as presented in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Clustering result for the export data.

The resulting clustering identifies export of machinery as a most relevant attribute and one large
cluster of 70 countries with low export of machinery (mean value for the cluster is 2.37% of total
export) and one large cluster of 60 countries that have large values (30.15% of total export).
Potentially the most relevant result is cluster 3 with 7 countries like Cambodia and Bangladesh
that do not export machinery but have a large export of manufactured goods (mean value
73.29%). The server identified New Caledonia (ex. 102) as the only potential outlier.

Socioeconomic data only
The experiment of the same type can be repeated also for the socioeconomic data

Figure 4. Upload of socioeconomic data.

The clustering result is presented in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Clustering result for socioeconomic.

The most relevant attribute for clustering based on socioeconomic data is percentage of urban
population. The largest cluster of 52 countries has mean value 73.11% of urban population while
the second cluster with 41 countries has mean value of 33.57%. Potentially interesting clusters
for interpretation are cluster 3 (Luxembourg, Australia, etc.) with mean value of 90.70% of urban
population and cluster 4 with 10 countries (Gambia, Angola, etc.) with 63.62% but with 37.23%
of population that is 14 years old or younger. Such high percentage of young population is
typical for countries with a lot of rural population (38.37% of young population for cluster 2).
Potential outliers are Oman (ex. 108) and Gabon (ex. 54).

A two-layer experiment
Single layer clustering enables identification of clusters that are by definition myopic: only very
specific data either only expert data or only socioeconomic are used to cluster the countries.
Although the clusters are potentially relevant for the analysis, the obtained clusters include
countries that are obviously very different in respect of other characteristics. For example, in
cluster 2 in Figure 3 (export data based clustering) we have Switzerland but also Mexico and
Vietnam. In the same way in cluster 1 in Figure 5 (socioeconomic clustering) we have together
Austria with Albania and Armenia.
A possible solution to overcome the problem is to use both export and socioeconomic data to
cluster the countries. But putting all attributes into a single data file is not a good idea because
typically one subset of attributes is more convenient for clustering. In Figure 6 is presented the
clustering result when all 211 attributes are used.

Figure 6. A single-layer clustering from both export and socioeconomic data.

The obtained clustering is practically performed based on export data only. It means that by
adding socioeconomic data we did not achieve the expected improvement.
A better approach is to upload export and socioeconomic data in separate layers. In this way the
obtained clusters must be homogeneous in respect to both export and socioeconomic data.

Figure 7. A two-layer input of both export and socioeconomic data.

Figure 8 presents that the obtained clusters are smaller but more homogeneous. For the
analysis potentially interesting are clusters 3 with 6 countries presenting exporters of primary
commodities with high percentage of elderly population (Chile, Australia, etc.) and cluster 4 with
4 countries presenting exporters of primary commodities with a very high percentage of urban
population (Kuwait, Qatar, etc.)

Figure 8. Clustering result when both data layers are used.

Conclusions
The task of clustering countries based on various data source is very illustrative because there is
a lot of general background knowledge about countries. By simple inspection it is possible to
verify that the Exploratory Clustering service is able to identify reasonable solution both from
export and socioeconomic data in spite of the fact that each data source by itself presents a very
restricted information content about countries and that data files include a lot of unknown values.
The goal of the experiments is to demonstrate the application and advantages of two-layer
clustering. The situations in which clusters must be homogeneous in respect of two data sources
are very important for the data analysis practice. A good example is analysis of Alzheimer’s
disease patients. In this domain we search for groups of patients that are homogeneous both in

respect their clinical status and in respect of objective measurements of their biological
properties.
All presented experiments have been performed with increased reliability option. The execution
time for the most complex two-layer task is about 20 seconds. The user must take into account
that the execution time will increase with the number of attributes and even more with the
number of instances. For very large data sets the usage of increased reliability option is not
suggested.

